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The secrets of the reclusive Salubri are revealed. What secrets do they carry that allow them even

the hope of survival? and why do the other clans turn away from their plight? Clanbook: Salubri

includes: new Valeren powers, Merits and Flaws and more; the history of the Baali Wars; the

secrets kept hidden by Saulot himself!
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While taking place in the dark ages, the information on the Salubri is far better than what you'll find

in any of the other Vampire books. Most of the information explains the attitudes of the Salubri

towards their fellow (and rival) clans as well as exactly what goes into the background of one of

these enigmatic vampires. Also, the clan's history and possible ties to the (literally) demonic Baali

clan are presented as well. I found it to be a great source for even modern characters, as the

attitude of defending and healing the weak hasn't really gone out of style. Now, if they'd only come

out with a modern-day clanbook.

Love this book. Tons of information about the Salubri Bloodline/Clan. Their Rise to battle the Baali

bloodline to their Fall to the Tremere. Hints at a Dark Secret of Saulot past.No information on

modern nights however.I can tell if you want more Modern Nights information yiu need to read VtM

modern era books.â€¢ Kindred of the East hints at Salubri in the far east.â€¢ Kindred of the Ebony



Kingdom includes Salubri healers in great numbers living in Africa since the Tremere events in

1100s ad...â€¢ Guide to the Sabbat, brings the Warrior Salubri back, with their own discipline of

pain, harm, etc...â€¢ Vampire 20th Anniversary Edition itself has collected information in a

condensed formate. Still would need the other books...

This is a great book.It is very creative, and adds great depth to this misunderstood Bloodline.My

only gripe, and it's a big one, is that this book is only for Vampire: Dark Ages. While the concept is

interesting, I think it would have been much more interesting to set the book in modern times so that

we know what the Bloodline is up to as Gehenna approaches. Specifically, it would be great to know

what the Salubri antitribu and the hidden Salubri Healers were doing.Besides the setting, I highly

recommend this book.

Salubri are sure the best Clan of Vampire (Dark Ages or Masquerade), they are interesting,

versatile, and with a good storyline. They are also the children of Saulot, and this is a good reason

to buy this book ^_^

These are one of the most powerful clans in vampire the Masquerade. But they have been small in

numbers for so long that you have to go back to the dark ages to be one. This book has a very good

background story for the salubri. Lets you in a few sercrets never before heard of until this was

released.
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